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Motivation
I’ve discussed about the similar issue like 
this long time ago and important context 
in the discussion, but I cannot locate it. 
Should I start the same discussion again?

My colleague asked me to review his change. 
Where should I start?



Motivation
Do you ever consult other/earlier reviews when doing a 
review?


82.65% (81 out of 98) open source developers


“(Referring other code review requests) is the most 
convenient way to understand what is going on in my team 
and the code base rather than go through the entire code 
base”
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Requirements on similarity 
measurements

The similarity measurements must generally be applicable to 
compare patches (diffs) for any type of document, not just 
source code


The similarity measurements should be normalised


The similarity measurements must be computed efficiently


The similarity measurements should achieve high fidelity in 
their result

Jaccard Sørensen-Dice Cosine



Threshold (for evaluation)

Assumption: Similar patches are outliers of the similarity distribution



Research Questions

RQ1. How often are related patches recommended?


RQ2. How robust is the result compared to other similarity 
measurements?


RQ3. Do the recommended patches provide useful 
information during code review?
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The number of recommendations



Identical patch resubmission



Research Questions
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Similarity Measurements 
Comparison

* Sorensen-Dice recommends subset of Jaccard 
* Cosine doesn’t have recommendation
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Manual Inspection

149 recommendations 
with 675 patches

Two inspector 
& cross check

Direct evidence / 
Relationship



Direct Evidence
Developers manually keep the related code reviews


Our technique find the manual code review pairs



Manual Investigation
Investigate the content of patch manually




